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Synonyms are words of similar meanings 
 

 Colour in or highlight all the possible synonyms for each word: 
 thin skinny slight lean bulky slim 

ask enquire answer say pose raise 
big huge mammoth enormous tiny gigantic 
happy thrilled cheerful angry delightful upset 
kind considerate generous cruel thoughtful caring 
high low little elevated towering lofty 
quick prompt fast swift slow rapid 
begin commence end start originate finish 
angry calm annoyed furious livid cross 
small large delicate dainty vast petite 
pretty stunning grim beautiful unpleasant attractive 

Sentence practice 
Use the following words in  sentences: 

delightful 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
gigantic 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
annoyed 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
generous 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

Super Synonyms 
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Synonyms are words of similar meanings. 
 

Find the matching synonym pairs and write them on the lines: 
 
 

a. drinks and beverages   b. ____________________________ 
c. ____________________________ d. ____________________________ 
e. ____________________________ f. ____________________________ 
g. ____________________________ h. ____________________________ 

courageous 
conclusion join 

circular 
beverages  

recall 

cease remember elderly 

brave stop 
drinks old connect 

end round 

 
Find synonyms to replace the words in brackets.  

Choose from the word bank: 
The race is going to (begin) ______________ at 07:00  
and we have to be there to help the organisers.  
There will be (large) _____________ tables with cold  
beverages that we can hand out to the athletes. I am  
(happy) ______________ to be part of this event.  
The food smells (tasty)________________ and all  
the people are (nice) _____________.  

Word bank:  
delicious   start  
thrilled    sociable  
 spacious 
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1. Colour in or highlight all the possible synonyms for each word: 
 thin skinny slight lean bulky slim 

ask enquire answer say pose raise 
big huge mammoth enormous tiny gigantic 
happy thrilled cheerful angry delightful upset 
kind considerate generous cruel thoughtful caring 
high low little elevated towering lofty 
quick prompt fast swift slow rapid 
begin commence end start originate finish 
angry calm annoyed furious livid cross 
small large delicate dainty vast petite 
pretty stunning grim beautiful cute attractive 

Sentence practice  
Use the following words in  sentences: 

delightful/gigantic/annoyed/generous 
Own sentence: Use descriptive words, detail in sentence.  

Super Synonyms - MEMO 

Find the matching synonym pairs and write them on the lines: 
a. drinks and beverages   b. stop and cease 
c. round and circular    d. old and elderly 
e. join and connect     f. brave and courageous 
g. remember and recall    h. end and conclusion 

 The order does not matter, the focus is on the correct pairs. 

Find synonyms to replace the words in brackets.  
The race is going to (begin) start  at 07:00 and we have to be there to help the 

organisers. There will be (large) spacious tables with cold beverages that we can 
hand out to the athletes. I am (happy) thrilled to be part of this event. The food 

smells (tasty) delicious and all the people are (nice) sociable.  


